DATE: October 26, 1998

MACHINE: Model C Spiking Machine

SERIAL NUMBER(S): 410001 through 410199

SUBJECT: 96410549 Anti-Double Feed Gun Board Rebate

The new 96410549 12/24 VDC Gun Board can be used in Model C Spiking Machines between s/n 410001 and s/n 410199 and is the standard board starting with s/n 410200. This gun board has an anti-double feed feature. When a spike is fed into the jaws the operator must go through a complete drive cycle before he can feed another spike into the jaws. With the original 96410212 Gun Board, every time the spike feed button is pushed another spike can be fed into the jaws. Driving the gun with more than one spike in the spike jaws can damage the tray head of the gun.

For a limited time, customers may order the 96410549 Gun Boards and return a like number of used 96410212 Gun Boards for a $200.00 rebate. This will allow them to upgrade their HH-C's for about half the regular price. The 96410549 Gun Board list price is $409.00.

To receive the rebate, the customer must call the NORDCO Parts Department for a GRFC (return authorization) number and indicate the NORDCO order number on which they purchased the 96410212 Gun Boards. They may also return the 96410212 Gun Boards with an order number for a like number of the 96410549 Gun Boards and will only be invoiced $209.00 for each board.

This offer will be in effect until March 31, 1999.